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Pressure-induced reduction of the Landau-Peierls instabilities in a side-chain polymer
liquid crystal with reentrant polymorphism

G. Pépy, P. Baroni, and L. Noirez*
Laboratoire Léon Brillouin (CEA-CNRS), CE Saclay, 91191 Gif-sur-Yvette Cedex, France

~Received 16 October, 2002; published 29 April 2003!

Cyanobiphenyl mesogens are known to exhibit partially bilayered smecticA (SAd) and also reentrant nem-
atic (Nre) phases. Nematic and smectic orders are coupled parameters which depend both on temperature and
pressure. We report the first structural study of the influence of a hydrostatic pressure on the smectic phase.
This study was carried out on a side-chain liquid crystalline polymer, by neutron diffraction using two spe-
cifically designed pressure cells. These results concluded first that the pressure acts on the phase elastic
constants via a reduction of the layer fluctuations giving rise to a hardening of the phase together with an
extension of the smectic domain towards higher temperatures. Second, theSAd-Nre phase transition tempera-
ture remains unchanged in the studied pressure range revealing that the polymer component plays an important
role which allows us to subtract the associated packing interactions from the pressure-induced volume reduc-
tion.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.67.041714 PACS number~s!: 61.30.2v, 64.70.Md, 61.25.Hq
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I. INTRODUCTION

Liquid crystal phases are characterized by a long-ra
orientational order. Numerous studies on liquid crystals
der hydrostatic pressure@1#, display interesting pressure
induced phenomena which, indirectly, seem to indicate
the long-range order is disturbed. It has been shown,
example, that reentrant nematic phases can appear and
phase transition temperature shifts are commonly obse
@1,2#. These pressure-induced effects are inferred from
packing properties of the system when the molar volume
reduced. However, despite the numerous investigations, n
consider the eventual structural modifications which acco
pany the pressure-induced liquid crystallinity. We propose
describe the system in terms of pressure-induced correla
lengths and layer spacing which are relevant parameter
account for the phase structure. This structural investiga
is particularly noteworthy in the smectic phase since it w
be shown that the characteristic lengths can be tremendo
modified under pressure underlining a correlated chang
dynamics. This study is also unique in the case of side-ch
liquid crystal polymers~SCLCPs!. In SCLCPs, the liquid
crystal ordering influences the chain conformation: it acts
a stress competing with the main chain entropy. Wang
Warner ~WW! @3# proposed a reference model which for
sees a wide variety of mesophases. Experimentally, mos
SCLCPs display only a narrow succession of phases
conformations which correspond mainly to convention
nematic and smectic phases and to prolate and oblate m
chain conformations, respectively@4#. While chemists can
tailor materials with discrete changes only~modifying for
instance the spacer length!, the pressure is a continuous va
able; the application of a hydrostatic pressure introduce
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specific volume variation which is, by way of the liquid cry
talline phase, anisotropically distributed.

From a theoretical point of view, it is useful to point ou
that the specific volume is taken into account into the m
els. The analytical theory proposed by WW for nematic sid
chain liquid crystal polymers is based on five interactio
between the SCLCP constitutive components, and the o
pancy ratio for the side-chain mesogens to the volume oc
pied per monomer. Many variants of the three main nem
structures~calledNI , NII , andNIII and corresponding to the
oblate and two types of prolate main chain conformatio
respectively! are predicted, with either strong or poor orde
ing of the main chain. Finally, based on molecular calcu
tions, Dowell @5# foresees modified smectic structures
only slightly changing the SCLCP’s molecular parameter

Pressure is thus a very convenient tool to test the stab
of SCLCPs, to compare the behavior of their highly visco
phases to those of low-molecular-weight liquid crystals@2#,
to explore its influence on the coupling with the polym
main-chain conformation, and maybe to reveal an effect
the glass transition due to an exacerbated polymeric natur
the SCLCP under pressure@6#.

This paper reports thus the first structural informatio
obtained in situ, by applying a hydrostatic pressure on
SCLCP. Neutron diffraction was first carried out with a pre
sure cell reaching pressures up to 400 bar@7# and then ex-
tended, using an improved pressure setup, to a high pres
regime up to 1200 bar. The main parameters affected b
pressure variation will be identified and their evolution w
be interpreted in terms of molecular interactions. In a sec
step, the results corresponding to a higher pressure range~up
to 1200 bar! will be displayed. An overall analysis indicatin
the principal features of the pressure-induced behavior
conclude the paper.
The sample studied, noted PA-CN, is a polyacrylate m
chain to which a mesogen consisting of a cyanobiphe
group is linked:
©2003 The American Physical Society14-1
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;@CH22CH2#;

u

CO22~CH2!62O2f2f2CN

This polymer exhibits a reentrant behavior@8#. The sample
studied here has a molecular weight ofMW598 000 and a
polydispersity I 512. It displays the following phase se
quence~DSC measurements 10 °C/min!:

Tg ↔
35 °C

Nre ↔
83 °C

SAd ↔
110 °C

N ↔
122 °C

I ,

whereI indicates the isotropic phase,N the high temperature
nematic phase,SAd a partially bilayered smectic-A phase,Nre
a low temperature~reentrant! nematic phase, andTg the
glassy state. This peculiar behavior is attributed to a com
tition between different short range but strong electric dip
lar interactions induced by the terminal cyano group wh
favors the formation of antiparallel molecular associat
~pairing! to the detriment of long-range monolaye
~nonpolar-nonpolar interactions! @9#. Pairing produces smec
tic phases characterized by layer thicknesses not comme
rate but longer than the molecular length~the SAd phase!.
The competition between different arrangements is temp
ture dependent, leading in specific cases to the restoratio
the usual long-range monolayer phase@10#. The Nre-SAd
phase transition temperature corresponds thus to the p
where these antagonist interactions are balanced.

II. EXPERIMENT

The polymer sample was encapsulated under vacuum
an internal container with a flexible wall made of Kapto
~from Du Pont de Nemours!. In the pressure cell, this con
tainer is surrounded by D2O, the pressure transmitting me
dium. In a first step, the pressure study was carried out u
a zircalloy cell@7# enabling us to reach a nominal pressure
400 bar and a temperature of 150 °C. In a second step
experiment was extended up 1200 bars at 150 °C with a
pressure cell~Fig. 1!. Its body is made of beryllium coppe
and the windows are made of sapphire, allowing a dir
optical sample observation and the possibility to carry
small angle neutron scattering experiments to acces
pressure-induced conformations of the polymer main ch
@11#.

The measurements were performed using the 3T1 diff
tometer of the Laboratoire Le´on Brillouin at the Orphe´e re-
actor, Saclay. It consists of characterizing by neutron diffr
tion the smectic structure associated with the 001 reflec
at q'0.188 Å21. The neutron wavelength was 2.356 Å
During the whole experiment, the pressure cell was kep
the gap of a 1.4 T electromagnet in order to align the m
sophase monodomains. The scattering angle was sca
over the position of the 001 smectic reflection, through
full temperature range, for a set of pressure values.
shape of the 001 smectic reflection measured with an ang
resolution of 208 was approximated to a Gaussian curve:
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S~ uqW u !5S0 expH 2F 16

ln 22 S ~qh2q0!2

Dqi
2 1

q'
2

Dq'
2 D G J ,

whereS0 is the susceptibility corresponding to the intens
maximum at (0,0,q0). The peak positionq0 , the intensity
maximumS0 ~determined from a longitudinal scan!, and the
widthsDqi , Dq' along the longitudinal axis~parallel to the
director! and along the transverse direction, respectively,
systematically determined versus temperature and pres
The widthsDqi , Dq' are related to the respective correl
tion lengthsj i , j' via j54p/Dq. The correlation lengths
are corrected from the instrumental resolution broaden
effects using the following approximate relationship betwe
the measured width and the effective one:Dqmeasured

2

5Dqresolution
2 1Dqeffective

2 ~the Rietveld approximation!. The
longitudinal and the transverse resolution values, dedu
from a single crystal scattering, were 0.028 Å21 @full width
at half maximum~FWHM!# and 0.008 Å21 ~FWHM!, re-
spectively, for the current spectrometer configuration.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We shall present and analyze a first set of results obta
in the intermediate pressure range~from 1 to 400 bar!. First
and second sets of results differ by the use of two disti
pressure cells giving access to low and high pressure ran
respectively. By increasing the pressure from 1 to 400 b
several major modifications attributed to the pressure ef
can be noticed.

~a! Figure 2 displays the evolution of the 001 intens
maximumS0 versus temperature. These curves present s
lar shapes characterized by temperature intervals define
a sharp intensity evolution~identified at atmospheric pres
sure as the emergence of the smectic phase!. Whatever the
pressure, its effect onS0 becomes notable only above a crit
cal temperatureT583 °C where the pressure-inducedS0
values depart clearly from the atmospheric values, reach
up to the sevenfold at 380 bar. Since the intensity is c
nected to the number of scatterers involved in the sme

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the high pressure
~double cell!. The high pressure plug exercises the pressure on
sapphire windows. The O-ring and the Kapton seal ensure the s
ing of the whole set.
4-2
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ordering, theS0 increase indicates that the pressure indu
an improvement of the localization of the mesogens into
layers; the dipolar pairing at the origin of the partially bila
ered structure is reinforced.

~b! Figure 3~a! shows the correlation lengthj i along the
director~longitudinal direction! as a function of the tempera
ture at different pressure values.j i reaches values about 40
Å at 100 °C at atmospheric pressure. Under pressure, thj i

curve is shifted, along the reentrant nematic branch, towa
higher correlation values. Along the direction perpendicu
to the director~transverse direction!, the correlation length
j' is also deeply affected by the pressure@Fig. 3~b!#. Values
of j' of about 400 Å are measured at atmospheric pres
which extends up to 2500 Å at 380 bar. These correlat
length evolutions indicate that the pressure reduces ma
the smectic layer distorsion; this is here illustrated by
huge decrease of the magnitude of the mesogen fluctua
which give rise to the broadening of the smectic reflecti
the smectic layers formed under pressure present a m
higher layer parallelism and the interlayer mesogen dista
is repeated over a much larger range. Both elastic const
related to the layer dilatation and the undulations are
duced. These modifications are coherent with an increas
the intensity reflection~Fig. 2!.

~c! Finally, the smectic layer distance itself is also pre
sure dependent~Fig. 4!. The evolution is mainly observabl
above 83 °C. Below this temperature, no long-range sme
arrangement exists anymore and the short range correla
distance becomes relatively insensitive to the applied p
sure. The examination of the position of the 001 reflect
reveals that the layer spacing increases sensibly at mod
pressure with respect to the atmospheric pressure~'4% of
layer spacing increase from 7 to 27 bar! whereas it seems to
be stabilized from 27 bar up to 310 bar at a constant va
d'34 Å. This layer distance increase versus pressure i

FIG. 2. Evolution of the 001 intensity~maximum value!
scanned along the longitudinal axis~along the director! versus tem-
perature, from atmospheric pressure up to 380 bar. The converg
of the intensity values at low temperature indicates that theNre-SAd

remains unaffected by the external pressure.m, 1 bar;n, 7 bar;d,
50 bar;L, 130 bar;l, 220 bar;h, 260 bar;j, 380 bar. In the
inset, the evolution of the 001 intensity is displayed versus press
a leap in the intensity variation is observed at about 200 bar.
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the same order as the effect of a temperature decrease.
consistent with the previous interpretations, i.e., the la
distance decrease is coherent with a reduction of the la
distorsion.

ce

e;

FIG. 3. ~a! Evolution of the correlation length along the direct
j i(Å) ~longitudinal axis!. m, 1 bar;n, 7 bar;L, 130 bar;l, 220
bar; h, 260 bar; j, 380 bar. ~b! Evolution of the correlation
length perpendicular to the director~transverse direction! j'(Å):
n, 7 bar;d, 50 bar;L, 130 bar;l, 220 bar;h, 260 bar;j, 380
bar. These values are deduced from the full widths at half maxim
~FWHM! of the 001 smectic reflection. The values corresponding
the phase transition temperatures at atmospheric conditions ar
dicated by a dotted line.

FIG. 4. Evolution of the smectic layer thickness versus tempe
ture from 3 to 380 bar.L, 3 bar;h, 27 bar;d, 380 bar.
4-3
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The three preceding points indicate that all the structu
parameters of the smectic phase are modified under pres
To determine the limits of the phase transitions, let us tak
an internal reference the value taken by the correlation len
j at atmospheric pressure, corresponding to theNre-SAd
and theSAd-N transition temperatures deduced from DS
and microscopy measurements@8~b!#. At both transitions
(TNre-SAd

(atmospheric pressure)583 °C and TSAd-N(atmo-

spheric pressure)5110 °C), the correlation lengths are a
proximately equalj'atm>j iatm54p/Dq5310610 Å. Us-
ing the j iatm and j'atm values as an internal criterium t
define the limits of the smectic phase, one can estimate
high and low nematic-smectic transition temperatu
(TNre-SAd

and TSAd-N , respectively! and examine their dis
placement versus pressure. The following observations
be drawn with increasing pressure

~a! From the evolution of the correlation lengthsj i andj'

@Figs. 3~a! and 3~b!#, it can be established that theSAd-N
transition is shifted towards higher temperatures. Both pa
lel and perpendicular correlation lengths give coherent v
ues, indicating that the transition temperature follows
proximately the same linear progression versus press
(TSAd-N-98) (°C)>0.046.p~bar! ~Fig. 5!. This pressure de
pendence is a simple variation which indicates that one
rameter is sufficient to describe the transition. Neglecting
volume variation, such a pressure dependence means t
can be described by a simple variation of the extens
~number! of fluctuations involved in the transition. The de
pendence and the slopedT/dp>4.6 °C/kbar are coheren
with what is found for secondary transitions@6#. The com-
parison of Figs. 3 and 2 shows that the evolution ofj versus
temperature and pressure is remarkably similar to the
intensity variation. At high pressure~380 bar!, the SAd-N
transition coincides with the abrupt fall of correlation leng
j ~Fig. 3! which also corresponds to a leap of the 001 inte
sity ~Fig. 2!. For pressures below 380 bar, a progressive
simultaneous decrease of both parameters~intensity and cor-

FIG. 5. Determination of theSAd temperature domain versu
pressure. Variations of theNRe-SAd(1) and SAd-N transition tem-
peratures versus pressure. The values are deduced from bot
correlation length variationj i at high pressure measurements~3!
and low pressure measurements~d!, and from the intensity evolu-
tion at low pressure measurements~L! and high pressure measur
ments~s!.
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relation lengths! is observed by increasing the temperatu
before entering into the high temperature nematic phase.
correlation lengths and the values of the 001 intensity se
to be thus strongly coupled so that the 001 intensity value
TSAd-N ~atmospheric pressure! can also be used as a criteriu
to determine the borders of the smectic phase. On Fig. 5
superposed the transition temperatures deduced from
correlation lengths and the 001 intensity evolution criter
The transition temperatures deduced from the different
rameters are in good agreement. It is remarkable to no
that whatever the pressure, with increasing the tempera
all the parameters (S0 ,j i ,j') keep on the same maste
branch up to their curve maximum~see in particular Fig. 2!.
The displacement of the 001 intensity maximum along t
branch is clearly observed from 130 bar to 380 bar; the p
sure essentially extends the asymptotic limit up to the high
value of the intensity. This evolution is the signature of
pressure-induced stabilization of the smectic fluctuations
a long range smectic order which, once formed, is no lon
sensitive to a further pressure increase~within this studied
pressure range!, providing only a shift of theSAd-N transi-
tion temperature towards higher temperatures. These fluc
tions are specific to a two-dimensional~2D! arrangement of
the smectic state~also called Landau-Peierls instabilities!;
their destruction means that the smectic arrangement ten
a crystalline structure@12#. At atmospheric pressure, the the
mal activation still allows short range smectic fluctuatio
and thus produces a retardation of theN-SAd transition tem-
perature which is progressively shortened under pressur

~b! On the pressure-temperature evolution diagrams of
longitudinal and the transverse correlation lengthj i andj' ,
respectively,@Figs. 3~a! and 3~b!#, and of the 001 intensity
~Fig. 2!, theNre-SAd transition can be easily identified by th
intersection point of the curves at different pressures wh
superpose at low temperature. This point corresponds
TNre-SAd

>83 °C, which is strictly theNre-SAd transition tem-
perature already determined at atmospheric pressure. N
of the structural parameters of theNre-SAd transition is af-
fected by the external pressure up to 400 bar; theNre-SAd
transition temperature remains invariant with pressure. T
result is consistent with the previous observation which
veals the asymptotic development of a pressure-tempera
branch ~particularly observable on Fig. 2!. Finally, the
Nre-SAd transition temperature invariance is also compati
with the absence of the pressure-induced layer spa
change below 88 °C~Fig. 4!. The interactions involved are
thus not, in this studied range, affected by the pressure.

In a second step, the present study is extended to p
sures up to 1200 bar using another and new designed p
sure cell equipped with sapphire windows~Fig. 1! @10#. Only
three parameters@the 001 intensity maximumS0 ~Fig. 6!
determined from the longitudinal scan, the full width at ha
maximum along the longitudinal axisDqi giving rise to the
correlation lengthji ~Fig. 7!, and the peak positionq0 ~Fig.
8!# are measured. Because of the similitude between
pressure induced evolutions of the correlation lengths
the intensity maximum, it will be supposed that the two me
sured parameters (S0 and j i) are sufficient to describe th
pressure effects and more particularly the transition te

the
4-4
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peratures. The measurements are carried out from 200 b
1200 bar, thus covering partly the preceding lower press
diagram. From 400 to 1200 bar, one can notice an appa
continuity of the behavior in agreement with the lower pre
sure evolution; the 001 intensity maximum reaches at 1
bar almost twice the value displayed at 380 bar~Fig. 6!.
However, this progression is not linear; the pressure ha
more pronounced effect on the intensity maximum abo
300 bar and stationary values seem to be reached as
pressure approaches 600–1200 bar~Fig. 6 and inset!.

The quasi-invariance of the intensity maximum above 6
bar up to 110 °C would indicate that no smectic fluctuatio
are present anymore in the nematic phase which has
converted into a long range rigid smectic order. Since
pressure mainly acts on the layer distorsion, the existenc
a characteristic pressure above which the layers rigidity
first clearly enhanced and then saturated, is related to a
linear modification of the layer elastic constants which d
scribe the layer undulation dynamic@13,14#. In the
Landau–de Gennes–McMillan description@12#, the elastic
constants appear as a coefficient of the development of
free energy variation. The elastic constant calledB expresses
the restoring force for fluctuations~i.e., restoring the layer
thickness!. B is supposed to vary asj i . The apparent sta
tionary values obtained above 600 bar would then indic
that a limit of elastic constants has been reached. It is ope
to question to know what would be the issue of a furth
pressure increase on these parameters, and if it could ma
new phase transition occur. Finally, the study in the h
pressure range of the intensity maximum also confirms
two tendencies observed at lower pressure; theNre-SAd tran-
sition temperature still remains invariant under high press
till 1200 bar, while the higherSAd-N transition temperature
goes on increasing following approximately a linear var
tion with the pressure~Fig. 5!.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

This neutron diffraction study of this reentrant polym
liquid crystal has shown the relevance of the determina

FIG. 6. High pressure evolution of the 001 intensity~maximum
value! scanned along the longitudinal axis~along the director! ver-
sus temperature from 200 to 1200 bar.s, 200 bar;j, 400 bar;n,
600 bar;1, 800 bar;l, 900 bar;L, 1200 bar. In the inset, the
evolution of the 001 intensity is displayed versus pressure.
values tend to saturate above 600 bar.
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of the structural phase parameters~correlation lengths! to
characterize the pressure-induced modifications of the sm
tic phase. Concerning theN-SA transition temperatures, a
extension of the smectic interval towards higher tempe
tures is observed, similarly to what is usually observed
low molecular weight liquid crystals in the low pressure r
gime @1,2#. The structural analysis has revealed in additi
that the transition temperature shift is associated with
pressure-induced enhancement of the smectic ordering
deed, the significant increase of the correlation lengths~and
the correlated intensity increase! with increasing pressure
demonstrates a reinforcement of the smectic phase, wh
phase domain extends only towards higher temperature
which corresponds to a reduction of the layer undulatio
~Landau-Peierls instabilities! and a reduction of the laye
spacing~Figs. 4 and 8!. The pressure acts thus at the scale
the elastic constants of the smectic layers. Quantitatively,
characteristic features observed below 400 bar still exist
to 1200 bar with a possible saturation of the maximum
tensity, which might mean a quasisuppression of the sme
undulation instabilities.

e

FIG. 7. High pressure behavior of the correlation lengthj i ver-
sus temperature at various pressure values from 200 to 1200 bas,
200 bar;j, 400 bar;n, 600 bar;1, 800 bar;l, 900 bar;L, 1200
bar.

FIG. 8. Evolution of the smectic layer thickness versus tempe
ture in the high pressure regime.s, 200 bar;d, 800 bar;3, 1200
bar.
4-5
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Concerning the reentrant nematic phase, while pres
studies of small molecules of reentrant cyanobiphenyl liq
crystals have shown that the nematic-smectic separation
describes an ellipse@2~b!#, the PA-CN pressure-temperatu
phase diagram does not reproduce this shape. The linea
pendence of the high temperatureSA-N transition tempera-
ture with the pressure upwards 1200 bar, is only consis
with the low pressure region of small liquid crystalline mo
ecules. Contrary to small liquid crystalline molecules, t
Nre-SAd transition temperature remains surprisingly un
fected by the pressure. Measurements carried on l
molecular-weight liquid crystals have shown that the den
is unchanged versus pressure at theNre-SAd transition due a
full packing of the pairing interaction~and thus theNre-SAd
transition temperature changes! @2~b!#, revealing that the re-
entrant transition has a local origin and that, in the case
the polymer homologue, it is not submitted to the pressu
induced reduction of the density. This feature is coher
with the absence of variation of the smectic fluctuation la
thickness below 88 °C~in the Nre phase!. We can first con-
clude that the pressure range applied here is not sufficie
large to affect locally the pairing interaction. Second, sin
the structure and the temperature of theNre-SAd transition
y

N.

i.

el
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remains unchanged by varying the pressure, it implies
the won energy has been converted in anonliquid crystalline
specific volume variation. The differences are between l
molecular weight compounds and SCLCPs being inferred
the polymeric nature; the former compensates the wh
pressure-induced volume variation and thus should
strongly affected by the pressure change. Finally, in
smectic phase, since polymer main chains are confined
tween the mesogen layers@15#, and since pressure is able
suppress the layer distorsion and to condense the sm
fluctuations into a long range smectic order towards temp
tures higher than at atmospheric pressure, it acts co
quently on the polymer chain entropy. We have thus dem
strated that pressure exacerbates antagonist tendencie
SCLCPs giving rise to a specific pressure-dependent be
ior. Future studies on the pressure-induced polymer con
mation seems to be therefore particularly expected.
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